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ABSTRACT
Sonic vibrations of gyro units may be analyzed as to frequency and
source. Frequencies are observed in general throughout the audio
range. These frequencies are detected and isolated by the use of a
transducer and sonic analyzer, by impulse testing, and by mathematical
calculations. Photographic methods provide a permanent record of the
frequencies and a convenient presentation for interpretation. The fre-
quencies are attributed to resonances of the gyro structure, to rotation
of gyro parts, and to excitation power. The resonant frequencies are
many, and are isolated as to the member of the structure from which
they emanate, considering the gyro float unit, the signal generator and
bell, the torque generator end bell, the gimbal and wheel assembly, the
gimbal, the wheel assembly, and the wheel as the principal sub-assem-
blies and components of the gyro. There are five non-resonant frequen-
cies: 116 cps due to bearing retainer speed, 200 cps due to wheel speed,
400 cps due to wheel exciting power, 800 cps possibly due to an addi-
tion of harmonics of wheel speed and excitation power, and 1200 cps
possibly due to a whistle effect of the holes in the bearing retainer.
Specific conclusions and recommendations are included concerning ex-
perimental techniques and data handling.
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The object of this thesis is to find a practical method by which
the sonic spectrum of internal vibrations obtained from a gyro
unit can be detected and recorded for future analysis. A further
objective is the development of a method or methods by which





Investigation of the vibrations of a gyroscopic unit is becoming
increasingly necessary for two reasons: first, since gyro instrument
applications on equipment subject to vibrations are becoming more
numerous, investigation of the deleterious effects on the gyro per-
formance due to external mounting vibrations is sorely needed.
Second, internal vibrations due to mass unbalances, structural res-
onances, electrical phenomena, and wearing of parts may cause
uncertainty torques and therefore poor performance. The problem
is two-fold; the shock mounting used must be a good isolator if ex-
ternal vibrations are causing trouble and the internal assembly and
manufacture of parts must be very precise if internal vibrations are
to be minimized.
Very little work seems to have been done in the field of internal
vibrations of gyro units if the lack of published literature may be
taken as a criterion. However, as gyro uncertainties become smaller
and smaller as manufacturing skill and engineering know-how become
greater, vibration studies become a necessity if further improvement
in performance is to be had. Several commercial bearing manu-
facturers are studying the bearing vibration problem (1,2) , also,
the Naval Research Laboratory has run a project on lubrication and
storage of gyro units (3,4) which involved the study of their internal
vibrations. Published literature on the details of these projects is
not readily available however.
The purpose of this investigation was to deal with the internal
vibrations of gyro units that lie in the so-called Sonic Range of 20 to
20, 000 cycles per second. It is believed that the use of acoustical
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spectograms of the type shown herein will provide valuable informa-
tion and guidance to gyro instrument manufacturers as well as to
repair stations if performance can be correlated with spectogram
information.
Work in this field turns out to be closely analogous to medical
investigation of the human body -- the gyro float may be compared
to a human entity when it reaches the gyro test floor. It must oper-
ate in a particular atmosphere at a critical internal temperature, it
cannot be probed indiscriminately, and sounds that emanate from its
insides are complex and require finesse to record and analyze with-
out error. The authors found, as perhaps medical men often do,
that the noises or vibrations that must be picked off from the outside
without seeing the source are often capricious and difficult to explain.
The MIT Instrumentation Laboratory has been considering the
problem of vibrations in the sonic range since 1954, when sonic tape
recordings began to be made of gyro units during "in-synch" running and
wheel rundowns. A large number of magnetic tapes were made using
a Brush Soundmirror Recorder with a Vibromike crystal pick-up.
In the beginning of this data gathering it was not thought that much
would be done with the tapes other than using them as a rough check
on how noisy the unit sounded to the ear. Therefore, inexpensive
equipment was thought to be sufficient and no exact response curves
were taken to determine the recording system parameters. As it
became apparent that there was a possibility of correlating gyro
performance with the sonic noise emanating, the project was laid
out as a thesis subject for the authors of this paper. It was hoped
that by an analysis of the tapes already made, a correlation between
performance and vibration could be found. It was on this note that
the thesis work began in February of 1955; an investigation of the
Brush system was carried out as discussed in Appendix A and it
showed the tapes to contain much distortion and high attenuation of
all frequencies above 6 kc and below 200 cps. Therefore, the authors
decided to take another tack toward the vibration problem.
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It was felt that a pressing need was that of finding a more
precise system for picking up and recording the sonic data without
distortion or loss of pertinent information. If such a system could
be found and used on the units undergoing tests at the time in the
Instrumentation Laboratory, it was hoped that characteristic fre-
quencies could be found and their sources explained; and, in the
final analysis and as a future problem, the complete sonic spectrum
could be correlated with gyro performance. Such a system would
serve as an early check into the expected performance of the com-
pleted unit and save a great deal of money and time if some fault
such as poor bearings could be located at the float stage of assembly
and replaced.
This investigation then was narrowed to three main objectives
which were carried through as far as time would allow:
1. To assemble and determine the best operating procedures
for a detection and recording system which would detect the entire
sonic range of vibrations of the gyro unit and accurately record the
spectrum for later analysis.
2. To develop a method of impulse testing to find character-
istic structural resonances of gyro sub-assemblies in order to
explain portions of the spectra observed.
3. To investigate analytically the natural frequencies of
various components and component combinations to provide a cor-
relation with spectrum analysis and impulse testing results and to
serve as an aid in identifying the source of particular frequencies in
the noise spectrum.
This report therefore contains three main sub -divisions:
instrumentation, impulse testing techniques, and an analytical
investigation of the characteristic frequencies of a gyro unit. Gen-
eral observation on a Sonic Analyzer indicated that acoustical spectra
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are complicated by structural resonances, are extremely dependent
on the frequency response of the transducer, and are sensitive to the
mounting, clamping pressure, etc, used with the pick-up. The in-
strumentation phase was carried out to investigate the following:
a. Whether shock mounting was required to isolate the unit
from external vibrations during investigation of the internal vibra-
tion spectrum.
b. What effect, if any, the physical position and character of
transducer mounting had on the spectrum.
c. How the spectrum could be recorded permanently and in a
form suitable for detailed analysis.
d. What differences in the spectrum are observed when ana-
lysis is made on units in various stages of assembly; i.e. glass
house, completed float, or completed unit.
The impulse testing phase was required to explain the charac-
teristic bands of energy at certain frequencies that appear common
to a particular gyro design. The authors were reasonably sure that
vibrations of moving parts within the mit were causing the structure
to resonate at the many frequencies observed in the spectra; the
investigation was to show which, if any, of the frequencies observed
were not caused by structural resonances but by some Other phenom-
ena. Impulse testing of gyro units appeared to be a relatively new
concept and Chapter 2 of this report discusses the various tech-
niques used and the way in which the results from various methods
were correlated.
Concurrently with experimental work, the third phase, an
analytical investigation, was carried out to:
a. Provide confirmation where possible of the experimental
18
results of impulse testing.
b. Provide an explanation of those characteristic frequencies
which might be due to phenomena other than structural resonances.
c. To give an overall picture of what might be expected in the
audio range from a gyro instrument.
The authors realize that a mathematical treatment of a body con-
taining many rotating and moving parts is extt'emely complex and
therefore Chapter 3 can only serve to scratch the surface of this
field. Apparently very little analytical study has been made of gyro
internal vibrations, most likely because the feeling has not been
widespread that the noise spectrum caused by internal vibrations
had any correlative aspect at all, much less with gyro performance.
The details of the mathematical calculations are contained in Ap-
pendix B.
A discussion of the methods evolved, problems encountered,
and results obtained by a study of the spectrographic data that was
gathered makes up Chapter 4. Specific items are discussed with
regard to "in- synch" conditions and wheel decelerations, as well
as impulse results and their correlation with analytical methods
and spectrograms; in addition, several spectrograms are included
to illustrate these specific points. Other spectrograms are in-
cluded that were selected from the gathered data but were not re-
quired to illustrate any particular points. These may be useful
to check any new methods of analysis that may occur to the reader
of this report; also, they may be used to augment the backlog of
data taken by those who may follow in this work.
The specifications of all instruments used in this investigation
are shown in Appendix C with a discussion of pertinent problems
encountered and other general comments that may serve to aid in
later work with this typa of equipment.
It is hoped that this paper will act as a stimulus for a further
19





The instrumentation phase consisted of assembling the neces-
sary instruments for detecting and recording in a permanent manner
the noise spectrum emanating from gyro instruments. The 45FG4
design of gyros was used almost exlusively in this investigation; one
completed 45FG2 unit was used for one particular test however.
Completed 45FG4 units as well as some in the "glass house" config-
uration and completed float stage were undergoing tests and were
therefore available on the Test Floor of the Instrumentation Labora-
tory for this investigation,
A brief description of the gyro design used in these tests will
be given to obviate repetitious explanations of various terms used
throughout this report. The main inner element of a gyro is the so-
called "float". Fig. l-l, which contains the gyro rotor and electric
motor. The primary structural member of the gyro float is a thin
walled, open ended cylinder, called the gimbal. Midway along the
inside of the gimbal are two bosses for supporting the rotor shaft;
these bosses are integral parts of the gimbal.
Closing each end of the gimbal are substantially similar mem-
bers called end bells. Provisions are made for leading electrical
connections through the end bells, and they contain pivots for mount-
ing the gyro float. There are minor differences in structure between
the two end bells depending on which end of the cylinder they are to
seal. This difference is designated by terming one the signal

































names were chosen since the completed gyro unit contains a micro-
syn signal generator in one end and a microsyn torque generator in
the other.
The wheel or rotor is the gyroscopic element. It consists of
a heavy metal wheel with its mass concentrated at the periphery. The
wheel assembly is made up of the wheel, the motor stator, the bear-
ings, races, and retainers mounted on a shaft. The gimbal and
wheel assembly is the wheel assembly mounted in the gimbal.
The first stage of assembly of a gyro unit consists of the
float with one end plate made of glass so that the wheel assembly
may be observed during the first 100 hour running period; this assem-
bly is what is referred to as the "glass house" configuration. When
this glass plate is replaced by the normal end bell, the unit is then
termed the completed float stage. After further tests, the float is
then assembled into a completed gyro unit in which the float is sur-
rounded by a liquid medium and mounted on jeweled bearings.
A set of three orthogonal axes are generally defined as shown
in Fig. l-l; when spectrograms are made the location of the accelero-
meter mounting is described in terms of these axes.
It was observed early in this study that much of the spectrum
seenintests of the float failed to be detected by the accelerometer
when it was mounted on the completed unit; this could be the result
of either damping of part of the spectrum due to fluid surrounding
the rotating parts, or, the assembly of parts around the inner float
may stop the excitation of certain frequencies. This latter assump-
tion does not appear to be as valid as the first since the frequencies
that are picked up from the completed unit are the same as those
seen on float spectrograms. Since early detection of faulty or noisy
assemblies should be a primary aim, the authors did as thorough an
investigation as possible of two units in the float stage; unit #210L
was tested both in the- glass house and in the completed float stage,
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and #2 05L was checked in the completed float stage. In general, the
signal voltages from the accelerometer and preamplifier during the
various tests were of the order of 15 millivolts. This low signal level
made the electrical isolation of the system critical; amplification by
using a commercial Mcintosh amplifier and also using the amplifier
in a Hewlett-Packard VTVM were tried without success due to har-
monic distortion of the spectrum and the addition of 60 cycle hum and
its first and second harmonics. The units in the float stage that were
available for testing by the authors were under high assembly priori-
ty and had to be used whenever it happened they were available on
the test floor; therefore the data on #205L was not as complete as
that taken on #210L. Also, the units did not always lend themselves
to mounting the accelerometer in all positions since tapping mount =
ing holes in many positions was impracticable. Several completed
units were used for tests as discussed later in this report.
Internal vibrations detected by the accelerometer gave sig-
nals of such low amplitude that a careful investigation was made of
possible spurious signals due to external vibrations of the table or
test stand on which the gyro was mounted during tests. The accel-
erometer was attached to several empty test stands located in a
room where other gyros were running on other stands. Also, the
transducer was held against the wooden tables which were the sup-
port for some units tested; none of these tests showed any signal on
the sonic analyzer which was set to maximum sensitivity. In addi-
tion, spectrograms were taken with a unit sitting on a wooden table
on bakelite V -blocks; these were compared with others taken when
the same unit was shock mounted on thick foam rubber. No changes
were observed as may be seen in Fig. 1-2. Thus interference from
external vibrations may be considered negligible when tests are made
on the gyro test floor of the Instrumentation Laboratory; however,
this point should be thoroughly investigated when noise analysis is
to be carried out elsewhere since the sensitivity of the detecting sys-
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Since general observation showed the spectrum was very
sensitive to method of mounting, clamping pressure, etc. of the
transducer, tests were made to find what effect various types of
mountings would have on the spectrum detected. The accelerometer
manufacturer states that for best results the accelerometer should
be rigidly attached to the vibrating body.
Two main types of mounting which are shown in Fig. 1-3 were
found to be useful in gaining rigidity of the connection between trans-
ducer and gyro units of various types:
1. A circumferential mounting which consisted of a bakelite
pad which was machined to fit the outside diameter of the float or
completed unit. This pad had a hole in which to insert the accelero-
meter which was further secured by connecting it to the pad using a
#8-32 screw. Aluminum strips were employed to securely strap the
pad and accelerometer to any position desired on the circumference
of the gyro unit. During float tests, this type of mounting had to be
used with a thin rubberized cover, used for heating the float, between
the mounting pad and the float surface. Tests were made using this
mounting in various positions.
2. A stud mounting which used a double threaded stud with
one end screwed into the accelerometer base and the other into avail-
able tapped holes on either end of the gyro unit under test. This stud
mounting was investigated under three different conditions:
a. Using a short stud to allow the accelerometer base
to be flush against the gyro surface - referred to in
this report as flush-mounted.
b. Using a longer stud, necessary on some units to
avoid obstructions which would not allow flush mounting,
which left an air space between the gyro surface and the
accelerometer base but still gave a fairly rigid connec-




























































c. The same as (b) except washers were used to fill
in the air space where possible - this is called washer
mounting.
The results of the various tests are as follows: the flush
mounting on the ends of the float stage showed the maximum signal
amplitudes and also the greatest number of discrete frequencies.
Therefore, the float spectrum detected by flush mounting the accel-
erometer was chosen to be a reference criterion for judging the spec-
trograms obtained using other mountings, see Fig. 1-4. High fre-
quencies, above 6 kc, are attenuated by 10 to 20 decibels when the
washer and column mountings are used. All frequencies lower than
6 kc are the same using any of the three types of mounting but small
changes do occur in amplitude, see Fig. 1-5. These small ampli-
tude changes were not considered indicative of anything here since
some minor changes occur continuously within the unit. Circumfer-
ential mountings attenuated the higher frequencies to a varying ex-
tent according to location of the accelerometer; in addition, ampli-
tude changes can be seen in certain lower frequencies such as 120,
210 and 400 cps as the mounting is shifted around the circumference.
Figs. 1-6 and 1-7 show typical instances of this phenomenon taken on
a completed float and a glass house unit. The damping of the higher
frequencies with this mounting was not unexpected due to the rubber-
ized covering between accelerometer and float surface during float
tests, and the presence of the bakelite insulation and heavy outside
case on the completed units.
It can be concluded therefore that any one of the three meth-
ods of stud mounting may be used with good accuracy if amplitude
data is not to be measured but only the presence or absence of fre-
quencies is pertinent. Circumferential mountings may be used if
more convenient than end mountings but most frequencies above 6kc
may be so heavily damped as to be undetected on the spectrogram;
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It is apparent from the spectrograms that certain frequencies
are higher in amplitude when the detector is mounted in particular
positions. For example, in Fig. 1-6 the 116 cps signal is 12 db
higher along (-) lA than along the spin reference axis. In Fig. 1-7
the opposite holds true, the 116 cps signal is highest along SRA.
This may indicate that the cause of this frequency is at different
positions inside the unit; e.g. a bearing might be rubbing at the top
instead of along the side nearest SRA or something similar to this.
In conversations with Mr, Frank Massa of Massa Laboratories, the
authors learned of previous work on vibrations that was done by the
U. S. Navy using an orthogonal set of three accelerometers with
multiple channel recording; from the data gathered, actual space
vectors of vibrational displacements were computed. This may not
be directly applicable to this work at this time, but does bring up
the idea that a multiple channel recording system using a set of
detectors on the gyro unit might give very accurate data as to just
where a vibrational fault might be located within the unit.
From the beginning of noise investigations, it was obvious that
sonic analysis required some technique of permanently recording
the phenomena observed. Several reasons might be given; 1) the
noise was complex in form arid continually undergoing slight changes
in amplitude, 2) analysis of the wave was a relatively new science
and various methods of analyzing the results would probably develop
and require past data for full realization of their potentialities, and
3) the gyro rundowns showed an apparent movement of some fre-
quencies which was difficult to follow with only static data such as
photographs; a tape or wire recording, or even a movie film might
be used to follow such frequency movements.
When it was found that the Brush Recorder system used earlier
in this type of work was not giving accurate results, a better re-
corder and transducer were sought. A Massa accelerometer was
chosen since its specifications were those desired; e. g. a frequency
range covering the entire sonic range and a relatively high sensitivity.
33
Some commercial bearing manufacturers as well as the Naval
Research Laboratory (3,4) have had to repeat or extend sonic in-
vestigations originally done with transducers that had only a narrow
frequency range. In a search for a more expensive and therefore,
hopefully, a more accurate recorder that was available at MIT and
could be borrowed for the full three months working time, an Ampex
Tape Recorder was found. As discussed in Appendix C (as is all
other equipment mentioned in this report ), this recorder did not
perform well in playing back recorded information; microphonics
and internal noise generation were present due to lack of amplifier
feedback. The noise below 200 cps was particularly annoying since
later investigation revealed pertinent frequencies near 200 cps and
lower.
The authors therefore investigated other means for recording
data in a form that would accurately show the pertinent information
throughout the sonic range and be permanently available in an ana-
lyzable presentation. The method chosen for this work was photo-
graphic; a Fairchild-Polaroid Scope Camera was used which allowed
immediate checking of the results of a test and also other features
discussed later in Chapter 2 and Appendix C.
Two important conditions exist in a gyro instrument where
noise analysis is concerned; these are the "in-synch" and wheel
running down conditions. The "in-synch" condition is important
since energy is being sent into the gyro in a relatively stable manner
and may cause certain electrical and vibrational phenomena not
present when no driving energy is applied such as during wheel
rundown. Also, "in-synch" conditions maintain constant speeds of
rotation of moving parts, whereas rundowns give an opportunity to
analyze the noise spectrum under no input energy conditions as well
as a chance to analyze the many transient conditions caused by the
rotating parts changing speed, and therefore exciting frequency,
through a full range of values ^ '.
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The "in-synch" spectrograms of a gyro show a constant number
of frequencies although it was seen that the amplitudes may change
slightly in a periodic manner. This gives an excellent opportunity
for comparison between units and as discussed previously, allowed
several mountings to be used to analyze the spectrum from different
locations on the same unit. If certain frequencies may be linked to
their source, this latter technique of detecting the noise from vari-
ous locations may serve to locate a defect such as a bearing rub.
After the problem of mounting had been investigated and in the
light of the running conditions discussed above, the problem was how
should photographs be taken that would indicate the desired features
or pertinent frequency information? The minor problems of focus,
sweep intensity, and film type are discussed in Appendix C; these
problems were resolved by trial photographs. The main problem was
that the phenomenon is a dynamic one, especially so during wheel
rundowns: amplitude changes of 20 decibels or more often occurred
at certain frequencies during a one second sweep, and movements
of frequencies, obviously related in some way to wheel speed, further
complicated the spectrum. To combat this dynamic problem, the
obvious answer was time exposures; these would indicate the changes
taking place over a specified interval.
It was found that several different time exposures were useful
in analyzing the noise spectrum of a particular gyro unit. In-synch
conditions were taken using a I to 5 second exposure, the time being
determined by the apparent amplitude changes in certain single fre-
quencies and how many one second sweeps were required to cover the
range of movement. Rundowns presented a more difficult problem but
two types of exposures were decided upon; first, an exposure of the
complete rundown on one photograph, and second, one minute expo-
sures taken consecutively during the rundown. Since only eight expo-
sures could be taken without reloading the camera, minor changes
in this latter technique were required when the rundown continued
for more than eight minutes; usually the last one or
35
two exposure times were lengthened to complete the rundown.
Examples of these two techniques are shown in Figs. 1-8 and
1-9 respectively. The single spectrogram of a complete rundown.
Fig. 1-8, was most useful in presenting what might be termed an
accurate static presentation of the most dominant frequencies making
up the noise spectrum. Two distinct types of frequencies can easily
be seen by checking the density of the film exposure; first, those
frequencies which remained fixed in position and therefore caused
very white streaks in the photographs, and second, those which
were appearing only part of the time, moving horizontally, or
changing amplitude; these latter phenomena result in a less dense
exposure. The light and heavy exposure is difficult to explain in
words but it can be easily distinguished in Fig. 1-9. This type of
presentation was used in conjunction with results of impulse testing
as shown in Chapter 3.
The one minute exposure technique, see Fig. 1-9, had a more
dynamic aspect; the spectrograms clearly indicate the apparent
horizontal movement of certain frequencies and also rapid changes
in amplitude would be seen if they did not occur so often as to com-
pletely expose the film.
A variation in these two main techniques concerned using an
electronic tachometer to give a visual indication of wheel speed con-
tinuously. The method used was to observe a rundown of a particu-
lar unit on the sonic analyzer and determine as closely as possible
the wheel speeds at which unusual or important frequency shifts or
amplitude build-ups occurred. Then running the unit down again,
time exposures were made during the time the wheel speed passed
through the desired range, varying the exposure time as required.
The tachometer used gave a wheel speed count every two seconds
so relatively accurate timing could be done. Fig. I-IO shows this
type of spectrograms..
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-70" IDD 250 -«?43SCO
Fig. 1-8. Spectrogram of a complete deceleration of 45FG4 f210L
completed float, acceleromieter mounted along + lA on the torque
generator end. Wheel hours 409, analyzer settings Scale Selector
1. 0, input voltage . 05; camera settings f/l6 with grid off for
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The authors do not feel that the photographic techniques de-
scribed will take the place of continuous recordings such as achieved
by magnetic tape, wire recordings, or moving pictures but rather
will be an important supplement to these methods. The moving pic-
ture technique was one that would seem to have great promise in
this work; an oscilloscope movie camera and the associated equip-
ment were not readily available and since this thesis group was not
correlating performance with noise spectrums, this method was not
tried. It is to be recommended as a future trial method; putting the
wheel speed directly on the film by use of the tachometer and mirrOrs
would give about all the information one could ask of a detection sys-
tem.
The tape or wire recorder problem is one which can be easily
solved if further work is done in this field; there are later models
of Ampex recorders that should by-pass the problems of noise and
microphonics that plagued the authors. There was not enough time
to look over the commercial field, order and test a new recorder
after it was determined that the Model 302 Ampex would not perform
well. It is felt, however, that even this model can be altered elec-
tronically to give good results and this is being undertaken by an
electronics group in the Instrumentation Laboratory.
The question of what differences in the spectrum are observed
when tests are run on units in the various stages of assembly has
been partially covered in the above discussion. It is readily seen
that the float is the prime vibrating unit within the completed gyro
and when this sub-assembly is floated in Fluorolube, and surrounded
by a heavy case which is covered by bakelite insulation, much of its
noise will be impossible to detect from the outside. Thus, the spec-
trum obtained by end mounting the accelerometer flush against a
complete float was taken as a criterion of a "complete" spectro-
gram. This is not an exact assumption since even though all fre-
quencies are detected by this mounting, certain amplitude changes
can be seen when the accelerometer is placed along different axes
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on the ends of the unit.
The differences observed when a spectrum taken on a glass
house float was compared with one taken from the same unit in com-
pleted float stage were minor except for large amplitude differences
above 6 kc. Although the same frequencies appear in all cases, the
higher frequencies detected from the completed float increased in
amplitude from 20 to 35 decibels. Under normal assembly proce-
dures the unit is run for only 100 hours in the glass house configura-
tion during which time the bearings "wear-in" fairly well; therefore,
it is reasonable to take the completed float as a basic unit for early
noise analysis. There was no 45FG4 unit that progressed through
all three assembly stages during the few weeks the thesis group was
running tests, therefore no complete data on any one unit was taken.
Chapter 4 contains a discussion of the data gathered on #210L which
was tested in the glass house and completed float stages rather ex-
tensively.
If spectrograms were to be taken on a completed unit, it was
found that end mountings gave the most complete data. Fig. 1-11 is
an example of this type of spectrogram and shows the damping of
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Fig. 1-11 Spectrogram of 45 FG 4 /^207 t. completed unit, running
'in-synch'' showing results of end mountings on completed unit
configurations. Analyzer settings were, Scale Selector 1.0, input





In an effort to explain some of the frequencies observed in the
spectrograms, attention was turned to impulse testing. Each piece
of the gyro structure possesses its own characteristic resonant fre-
quency. The characteristic frequencies of the pieces taken as free
and separate bodies may not be the same as when the pieces are
mounted in the assembled gyro, but some idea of the resonant fre-
quencies of the gyro unit can be gained by considering the free bodies.
Also sub-assemblies will possess characteristic frequencies, these
in general being more complex than those of the individual pieces.
The characteristic frequencies may be excited to resonance by vi-
brations generated within the gyro, During a wheel rundown, for
instance, the wheel frequency, or one of its harmonics, may pass
through one of the characteristic frequencies causing some member
of the structure to resonate. Therefore, a peak appearing in the
spectrogram may be assigned to a member of the gyro assembly if
the resonant frequencies of the major member and sub-assemblies
are known.
A standard unmounted tuning fork of 435 cps was used to deter-
mine the response of the analyzer to an impulse. In order to securely
mount the accelerometer, the end of the tuning fork handle was
threaded with an 8-32 thread, and the accelerometer was firmly
attached. Any slight changing of the frequency of 435 cps due to
threading the handle was not of interest. When the tuning fork was
given an impulse by striking it, the analyzer displayed the funda-
mental frequency for four consecutive one- second sweeps, the
third harmonic for one sweep, and the sixth harmonic for three
one-second sweeps. This response is shown in Fig. 2-1,
The tuning fork response to an impluse was recorded by-
feeding the output of the accelerometer to the Ampex recorder.
Then the recorder output was fed into the analyzer, and a faithful
presentation of the fundamental, the third, and the sixth harmonic
was obtained.
It was also necessary to determine the analyzer response to
a short-duration recorded signal of about 1/60 second since this was
found to be the approximate duration of the response from an impulse
to the gyro float unit. This was accomplished by splicing about
forty inches of the magnetic tape into a loop, using Scotch Splicing
Tape to secure the joint. This loop was then mounted on the record-
er as shown in Fig, 2-2; the loop includes the normal tape feeding
path except for the supply and take-up spindles. The loop was run con-
tinuously, and any signal on it was repeated every L 3 seconds when
the forty inch loop was played at a spped of thirty inches per second.
On this loop was recorded 1/60 second of the tuning fork response.
To do this without placing starting and stopping transients on the
tape, the magnetic head cover door was first opened, the start button
depressed, the record button depressed, and then the door closed.
The tuning fork was struck and the door immediately opened; then,
the stop button was depressed. This prevented any of the recorded
response from passing over the erase head. In all future use of the
loop technique, the precaution of starting and stopping the recorder
with the door open was observed. By drawing the tape over the play-
back head by hand and feeding the recorder output to an oscilloscope,
the location of the signal on the tape was determined, and it was
found to cover about one -half inch of tape. This would provide a
1/60 second signal when the tape was played at thirty inches per
second. The 1/60 second tuning fork signal was then played repeat-
edly into the analyzer from the loop. The analyzer failed to give






Fig. 2-1. Spectrogram of tuning fork impulse response.





































Instead, a single pip was displayed wherever the sweep happened
to be when the recording on the loop reached the playback head. A
time-exposure photograph of the analyzer scope showed a solid mass
of frequencies over the complete sweep range.
As a further check on this loop technique, the impulse response
of a gyro glass house unit, #EES, was obtained by striking the case
with a plastic hammer, having the accelerometer mounted on the unit.
The response was recorded on a forty inch loop of tape, and results
similar to the short -duration tuning fork signal were obtained. Thus
the inability of the analyzer to give results from short -duration sig-
nals was established.
To overcome the deficiency of the analyzer to short -duration
signals, the #EES recorded response was displayed on a 304-H
Dumont oscilloscope. The response wave was expanded so that it
was clearly traced, and this was photographed. Difficulty was ex-
perienced in obtaining a legible photograph because the expansion of
the wave made the trace quite faint for photographing. Later this
difficulty was overcome by using a blue trace short persistent photo-
graphic tube, P-U, in the oscilloscope instead of the standard green
P-1 tube. In this case the use of the P-U tube supplied legible photo-
graphs. Had the situation demanded, a more faint trace could have
been photographed successfully by increasing the writing speed of the
film. The writing speed may be increased by electronic pre-solar-
ization of the film done by:
(1) Moving the trace off screen.
(2) Completely defocusing the trace.
(3) Turning the intensity to its highest peak,
(4) Exposing the film for approximately four seconds at a lens
aperture of f/2. 8.
Pre-solarization may also be accomplished by:
(1) Placing an opal filter on the lens.
(2) Setting the lens aperture at f/16.
(3) Setting the shutter at 1/50 second.
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^4^ Exposing the film with the filter in actual contact with a
forty-watt frosted bulb.
Writing speeds can be increased four times by pre-solarization.
Using the P-U tube, the #EES wave was photographed com-
pletely in a series of pictures, the left side of each picture being
matched to the right side of the preceding one. A time base was
secured for these photographs by placing a wave of known frequency
from an audio oscillator on the scope with the settings identical to
those used for the pictures. Using this time base, some two hundred
points were tabulated from the photographs and were programmed for
a Fourier analysis by digital computing methods by the Mathematics
Group of the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory. This was run on the
"Whirlwind" computer owned by MIT. The results of this analysis
are given in Table 2-1.
A more direct method of analysis was attempted by using a
304-H Dumont oscilloscope and a 918 gas phototube to form a function
generator, the function being the impulse response wave of gyro
float #202. The 918 phototube is sensitive to blue light, which was
necessary as the oscilloscope had a blue P-U tube mounted in it.
The phototube was mounted in front of the scope face aligned hori-
zontally at the center of the scope. The cathode was connected to
the plus Y input terminal; the anode to the plus terminal of a 90 volt
battery. The minus terminal of the battery was connected to the Y
input ground. The 1. 5 megohm resistor was placed across the Y
input terminals. A mask was made by cutting out the photograph of
the response wave. The grid was removed from the oscilloscope,
and the mask was taped directly on the tube face in order to elimi-
nate parallax distortion. In order to obtain a higher voltage signal,
the analyzer input was taken from the Y deflection plates in the back
of the oscilloscope rather than from the Y terminals on the front.
To operate the function generator the phototube and scope were
covered with a "light-tight" hood. The scope trace was placed just
below the mask outline, and the amplitude control was placed on
50
Table 2-1
Fourier analysis of impulse response of gyro float 45FG #EES,







"D.C. Amp. " Fig 2-3 shows this arrangement in a pictorial
schematic diagram and in a functional diagram.
The operation of the function generator is as follows: the light
from the scope trace below the mask causes the phototube to conduct,
and a small current flows through it. This small current flowing
through the 1. 5 megohm resistor causes a large voltage drop across
the resistor and applies a large positive voltage to the Y plates
driving the trace up from the center of the scope. As soon as the
trace is driven up behind the mask, the light received by the photo-
tube is cut off. This decreases the current flowing through the
phototube and hence through the resistor The voltage across the
resistor drops, and consequently so does the voltage applied to the
Y plates. So the trace moves down from behind the mask. This
process can be thought of as continuing until an equilibrium condi-
tion is established by which the trace just outlines the mask. Actu-
ally this is established almost instantaneously.
The operation of the function generator is affected by many
physical factors. To obtain a sharp definition, a thin, clean-cut
mask is needed. An ideal mask could be made by painting the con-
tour on the tube face. Any curvature of the tube face will cause
parallax distortion, so a flat faced tube should be used. Also paral-
lax distortion may be diminished by moving the phototube away from
the tube face. It should be as far away as is possible consistent with
phototube sensitivity. Therefore, a very sensitive phototube or a
photomultiplier is required. Also the sensitivity of the phototube
should be high to prevent flattening and overshooting of the pattern.
Failure to follow the mask contour due to overshooting (low photo-
tube sensitivity) will give harmonic distortion in the analyzer. This
will also result from failure to follow the mask contour due to lack
of clearness (scope spot resolution). The exactness with which the
mask outline is traced depends on the fineness with which the trace
spot can be focused and its intensity. The sharper and finer the
trace, the more accurately it will be able to follow intricate, jagged











a. Pictorial schematic diagram







\lf- REPRESENTS THE WAVE
<wn- REPRESENTS THE FREQUENCIES OF THE WAVE
^(>lf ..- ylf )-REPRESENTS AN ERROR IN THEC^mask V^sweep^
FORM OF A LIGHT SIGNAL
e- REPRESENTS A VOLTAGE SIGNAL
b. Functional diagram
Fig. 2*3 Function generator
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Therefore, a scope having sharp intensity and good focus is re-
quired. The spot should have high intensity with low tube glow. The
reproduction of the desired pattern is also affected by the sensitivity
of the Y plate voltage to changes in visible light. This sensitivity
should be as high as possible. High power for the plates and high
accelerations will prevent lagging of the mask trace. A blue tube
is required for blue light sensitive phototubes, such as the #918
phototube.
With the trace following the mask, the wave is generated at
the sweep speed of the scope. Thus the function is fed to the ana-
lyzer repeatedly at the sweep frequency. Due to all the governing
factors mentioned above and a definite limitation of time, this tech-
nique was not pursued to the attainment of a highly accurate function
generator. Therefore, no usable results were obtained by this
method of analysis.
Finally a successful technique for determining the charac-
teristic resonant frequencies was devised. With the accelerometer
output fed directly to the analyzer, the gyro member was tapped
with the hammer a great many times to cover the entire frequency
range, each blow occurring at a different time during the analyzer
trace sweep. One blow was struck per sweep. The initial frequency
displayed was discarded as being due to the impulse blow itself, but
any second or succeeding frequencies were listed as being structural
resonant frequencies of the unit. ' ' Impulsing the #210 gyro float unit,
this procedure was conducted through the audio range in increments
of 500 cps with the sweep range selector on the "500 Lin" position.
(See Appendix C. ) The response frequencies obtained are tabulated
in Table 2-2. All of these frequencies must be structural resonant
frequencies. Comparing these with an "in-synch" spectrogram of
the unit. Fig. 2-4, it is noted that all frequencies given by the im-
pulse method appear in the photograph, though some present in the
picture were not obtained by impulsing. The frequencies from the
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Fig. 2-4. Spectrogram of 45B^G4 #210L completed float
"in synchi' Analyzer settings: scale selector I.O, max.
voltage input . 05. Accelerometer circumference mounted
along +IA. Exposure: 5 sec at f/5.6.
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The torque generator end bell, the signal generator end
bell, the gimbal and wheel assembly
, the gimbal, the wheel assembly,
and the wheel of the gyro float unit #202 -L were tested by this latter
technique, i. e. , impulse by successive tapping and scanning through
the audio range. All these tests were made^with the pieces suspended
elastically by rubber bands. The accelerometer was flush mounted
in all cases using the holes which were designed into the pieces for
assembly of the mounting stud. The results are tabulated in Table
2-2 which lists all the frequencies observed. In this study no ampli-
tude information has been taken. However, some of the frequencies
were much more dominant than others. Based on a visual interpreta-
tion of the amplitude and time of duration of the response peaks, the
most dominant frequencies are listed first in Table 2-3, then the less
dominant ones. The very small responses are not listed at all, i.e.
,
those down 34 decibels from the peak.
The impulse responses of the torque generator end bell, the
signal generator end bell, and the gimbal are shown in Fig. 2-5 as
the analyzer displayed them with the sweep range selector on the
"20 Kc Log" scale. The initial pip due to the impulse blow is not
present in these photographs as the members were struck just as the
sweep disappeared at the left end of the scope. Also these pictures
do not give a necessarily true concept of the relative dominance of
the frequencies because the frequencies die out so quickly. Thus the
higher frequencies were displayed soon after the impulse blow was
struck and are consequently relatively high in amplitude. By the
time the trace had reached the lower frequencies a large fraction of
a second had elapsed, and these lower frequencies were therefore
depicted with small amplitudes. A more correct picture of the rela-
tive dominance is gained from giving the member a separate blow
for each frequency with the sweep the same time distance from the
frequency when the member was struck.
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Table 2-3
Dominance grouping of impulse response frequencies of






















































































































OF GYRO VIBRATION COMPONENTS
A mathematical analysis of the natural frequencies of the gyro
float unit is made to substantiate the experimental results of impulse
testing and to provide a means by which the data from sonic spectro-
grams could be classified as to source of recorded vibrations. The
characteristic frequencies observed could be a result of exciting fre-
quencies, wheel speed, race and bearing speeds, and the associated
^ harmonics with each of these; or, the characteristic frequencies may
occur due to the natural frequencies of the physical body itself.
The exciting frequency of 400 cps and wheel speed of 200 cps
are to be expected in the sonic spectrograms . The possibility that
bearing races, cage and ball speeds will also appear requires cal-
culations for these quantities as shown in Appendix B. The frequen-
cy calculation for the passage of a ball past a point on one of the
races is made to demonstrate that sonic analysis could be used as
an aid in analyzing bearing performance.
The calculation: of natural frequencies which may be
expected from the structure as a unit is a more difficult problem
due to the complicated shapes of the various components which make
up the float and the manner in which they are coupled together. The
calculation of the natural frequencies of some of the components and
and combinations of these components does lend itself to solution
however with the use of reasonable assumptions and approximations.
It is recognized that the natural frequencies of the individual compo-
nents will not accurately describe all the frequencies which will
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appear when these components are assembled; if any of these fre-
quencies can be recognized, however, it will serve to reduce the
number of unknowns.
Comparison of the calculated frequencies with the results ob-
tained from impulse testing of the completed float and its component
parts should yield a method by which the various resonances may be
identified.
The vibration analysis of the gyro rotor with respect to the
shaft is made considering the shaft and rotor as rigid bodies. The
vibration therefore is a result of the rotor movement relative to the
shaft against the spring action of the ball bearings. The resulting
vibration is of three different modes; namely, axial, radial, and
rotational. The axial vibrational mode manifests itself in a trans-
lation of the rotor along the shaft. The radial vibration can be de-
fined as a translatory oscillation along an axis rotating at wheel
speed in the plane of the bearing inner race; this plane is always
perpendicular to the shaft. The rotational vibration is a rotational
oscillation of the bearing outer race plane with respect to the bearing
inner race plane about a race diametral axis, the axis itself rotating
in the plane of the inner race.
The natural frequency of vibration of the shaft and wheel assem-
bly within the gimbal is considered as a separate problem in which
the shaft, rotor and bearings are assumed to be rigid bodies. The
shaft and wheel assembly is restrained by the gimbal bosses acting
as springs, one at each end of the shaft; the gyro wheel is rotating.
The calculation in Appendix B demonstrates the classical Lagrangi-
an solution for the resulting motion. As shown by this solution the
motion results in a translational mode of vibration of the shaft and
wheel assembly in a plane perpendicular to the shaft. This vibration
is investigated in the direction of gyro input axis and in the output
axis direction since these directions are the directions in which the
gimbal boss stiffness is maximum and minimum respectively.
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Another mode of vibration of the shaft and wheel assembly
within the gimbal can be calculated. This mode consists of a rota-
tion of the assembly about an axis in the plane perpendicular to the
shaft through the center of gravity of the equivalent mass of the
shaft and wheel assembly. The center of gravity is assumed to be
at the center of the shaft.
Assuming that the wheel assembly and gimbal are rigid, but
allowing the shaft to flex, the vibration of the wheel assembly due to
shaft deflection is found by assuming that the shaft is uniform and
fixed at the ends. Since the weight of the wheel assembly is distri-
buted over most of the shaft, only that portion of the shaft nearest
the gimbal boss is considered flexible. Consequently the calculations
for shaft deflection are made by considering the flexible part of the
shaft as a cantilever beam of circular cross section.
The analysis for gimbal natural frequencies is made by distri-
buting the weight of the gimbal bosses uniformly along the length of
the gimbal and approximating the gimbal as a hollow cylinder of con-
stant cross section. The classical solution for vibrations of a circu-
lar ring then applies assuming that the cross-sectional dimensions
of the cylinder are small in comparison with the center line radius
(i. e. , the radius to the center of the cross section). Also, one of
the principal axes of the cross-section must be in the plane of the
cylinder cross-section. Three types of gimbal vibration are calcu-
lated, pure radial, longitudinal, and flexural. In the pure radial vi-
bration the cross section center line forms a circle of periodically
varying radius and all the particles move radially without rotation.
The longitudinal vibrations are similar to longitudinal vibrations in
bars, i. e. it is assumed that the cross sections of the cylinder re-
main planar during this vibration and the particles in the cross sec-
tion move only in the axial direction along the cylinder. Flexural
vibrations are those which alter the normal shape of the cylinder
both in the plane of the cylinder cross section and at right angles to
this plane. Modes of vibration which result in frequencies outside
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the audio range are not calculated since this study is concerned
only with vibrational frequencies in the sonic range.
In the calculation for natural frequencies of the gimbal end
bell it is assumed that the end bell can be approximated as a circu-
lar plate of uniform thickness clamped at its edges. It is further
assumed that the plate thickness can be considered small in compar-
ison with its other dimensions and that the material from which the
plate is made is perfectly elastic and homogeneous. Also the deflec-
tion of the plate is small in comparison with its thickness. Only the
lowest mode of vibration is calculated, i. e. the mode in which the
deflected surface of the plate is symmetrical with respect to the
center of the plate.
It is to be noted that all calculations for frequencies of the gim-
bal and gimbal end bell have been made 6n the basis that the vibra-
tions are excited in an air medium. The natural frequencies of these
components, when they are assembled and the float unit is in its
working fluid, will be lowered considerably. The amount of frequen-
cy shift to be expected is shown by the example worked out for the
damping fluid effect on the natural frequency of the end bell.
The results obtained in the mathematical analysis and shown
in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 are considered pertinent, however, since the
investigation undertaken in this study is concerned with the completed
float as the basic unit. The use of the completed float as the basic
unit was considered necessary since it is at this stage of assembly
that the most complete sonic data may be obtained from the spectro-
grams. It also provides the most practical sub-assembly for impulse
testing.
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ANGULAR VELOCITIES OF ROTATING PARTS
TABLE 3-1
Component Frequency of Rotation (cps)
I. Wheel 200
2. Bearing outer race 200
3. Bearing inner race
4. Bearing retainer 116
5. Bearing retainer with
respect to bearing outer
race.
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6. Bearing retainer with




OF GYRO FLOAT STRUCTURE
TABLE 3-2
Component Frequencies (cps)
1. Wheel with respect to
shaft
752; 954; 1670
2. Wheel assembly with
respect to gimbal
7450; 15,500 ; 70,000
3. Gimbal 5130; 7100; 7750; 11500; 16100




ANALYSIS OF SONIC SPECTROGRAMS
Within the limits of available equipment the most accurate
and complete gyro vibration data was found to be obtained by photo-
graphing the sonic spectra with an oscilloscope camera. Three
mairl types of photographs were made as discussed in Chapter I.
Comparison of sonic spectrograms at the various stages of
assembly, i. e.
,
in the glass house configuration, the completed
float, and the completed unit indicates that certain of the predomi-
nant frequencies are present at all stages of assembly. Since no
one particular unit was available in all three stages of assembly,
it was necessary to cross -correlate between the various configura-
tion spectrograms using different 45FG4 units. This cross-corre-
lation was required to analyze properly the similarity of the gyro
vibrations between one assembly stage and another. If a correla-
tion can be found between spectrograms of a glass house configura-
tion and the completed float of a unit, say unit A, and between the
completed float of unit A and a completed float of another unit, B,
and lastly, the same correlation can be found to exist between the
completed float and completed unit stages of unit B, it can then be
stated by a bit of extrapolated logic that a direct correlation exists
between units of a particular design as they proceed through the
various stages of assembly. . This can further be an indication that
this type of investigation will be applicable to any gyro design.
Table 4-1 is a compilation of the predomina.nt frequencies obtained
from the 45FG4 design at the various stages of assembly and bears
out the previously discussed correlation.
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TABLE 4-1
Predominant frequencies obtained from 45FG4 gyros
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The addition of high frequencies in the float spec-
trograms as compared to the glass house configuration is attributed
to the high natural frequencies of the gimbal end bell which is added
to the completed float.
The apparent suppression of high frequencies in the completed
unit IS probably a result of the damping of the vibrations by the
damping fluid and additional structure around the float. As
previously stated in Chapter 3 the damping fluid also has the effect
of lowering the frequencies of the gimbal structure which is in
direct contact with the fluid.
Three types of photographs were used in the sonic analysis of
a particular configuration, a short time exposure of the "in-synch"
spectra^ Fig= 4-1, a series of one minute time exposures of the
spectra observed during wheel deceleration, Fig. 4-2, and a single
time exposure for the duration of wheel deceleration. Fig. 4-3,
The "in-synch" photograph. Fig. 4-1, is an accurate presenta-
tion of the gyro float spectrum within the audio range; these frequen=
cies are due to electrical noise, rotation of moving parts, and
natural resonances of the gyro structure.
Since the analysis of the spectrum requires a separation of
those frequencies which are a function of speeds of moving parts from
those due to natural frequencies of the structure, the deceleration
series of photographs. Fig. 4-2, shows one minute time exposures.
This series, in combination with the "in-synch" photograph, estab-
lishes the movement of particular frequencies with wheel speed, A
careful analysis of the pictures shows that the frequencies 116, 200,
400, 800, and 1200 cps which are apparent in the "in-synch" photo-
graph moved to the left during the rundown. This is evidenced by
Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2 (a) and (b) in which the frequencies which were
at 116, 200, 400, 800, 1200 cps during "in-synch" operation have
moved left in the spectrograms and at the end of the second minute
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Fig. 4-1, Spectrogram of 45FG4 #21 OL completed float
"in synch!' Analyzer settings: scale selector 1.0, max.
voltage input . 05. Accelerometer circumference mounted
along +IA. Exposure: 5 sec at f/5.6.
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of deceleration appear as frequencies of approximately 100, 170,
300, 550, and 900 cps. The rate of movement appears to be a
complex function of the source of excitation, rate of wheel deceler-
ation, and relative speeds of various moving parts. The movement
of the lower three frequencies is traced by the position of their peaks
at successive intervals of time. The movement of the 1200 cps
frequency to 900 cps is followed by noting that at the end of the
first minute of rundown the 1200 cps peak has moved to 1000 cps.
During the next minute a niarked increase in amplitude at 900 cps
was noted which indicates an increase in excitation at this particular
resonant frequency; this increased excitation is due to the original
1200 cps having decreased to 900 cps. Similarly, the 800 cps move-
ment can be traced. The movement of these frequencies can be
traced through each successive picture of wheel deceleration until
they are lost in the low frequency noise level of the analyzer.
It is also apparent from Fig, 4-2 that many of the frequencies
observed in the "in-synch" spectrogram maintain their respective
positions during the wheel deceleration. Since these frequencies
remain stationary, they can be assumed to be natural frequencies
of the gyro structure. The intensity of the trace at particular
structural frequencies is an indication of the predominant
structural resonances:
The third type of spectrogram, i, e„ , the time exposure of
the entire wheel deceleration. Fig 4-3, substantiates the concept
that there are frequencies which move and some that do not. In
this spectrogram the "travel" of frequencies is shown by the
continuous trace from one frequency peak to another. The intensity
of exposure in the area of the spectrogram covered by these
traveling frequencies also confirms the "travel" aspect. As in
Fig. 4-2, the most predominant structural resonances appear as the
highest intensity portions of Fig. 4-3,
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Fig. 4-3. Spectrogram of 45FG4 WZIOL completed float entire
rundown. Analyzer settings: scale selector 1.0, max. voltage
input .05. Accelerometer flush mounted on signal generator end
along -lA. Exposure: 8 min at f/l6; wheel hours 319.
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Further analysis of the spectrographic data is made through
a comparison of the impulse data of Table 2-2 and the mathematical
data of Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 with the sonic spectrograms; this
provides a basis for isolating the characteristic frequencies as to
source.
The mathematical analysis indicates that frequencies over the
entire audio range may be expected to be present; this is confirmed
by the spectrograms and impulse responses. In the majority of the
analytical calculations, rough approximations had to be used due to
the lack of specific information on the physical characteristics of
some components. However, when exact information was available,
as in the case of the stiffness for the bearings, there is a direct
correlation between the frequencies calculated and those observed
from experimental data. Frequencies of 752, 954, and 1670 cps
were calculated for motion of the rotor with respect to the shaft.
These frequencies are confirmed specifically by the impulse test
of the wheel assembly which yielded 700, 950, and 1600 cps, and
are confirmed generally by the impulse test of the float unit and by
the spectrograms.
The 800 cps frequency was obtained both as a steady non-
moving resonant frequency and as a traveling non-resonant frequency.
The resonant 800 cps may be attributed to the wheel assembly; the
source of the traveling 800 cps is not readily identified. It may be
a result of harmonics of wheel speed and power frequency. Further
investigation of the sonic spectrum of the gyro float unit with the
wheel "locked", i.e.
,
power applied but wheel prevented from spin-
ning, may aid in identifying the source of the moving 800 cps.
None of the 116, 200, 400, or 1200 cps traveling frequencies
was obtained from impulsing the gyro float unit or any of its compo-
nent parts. Therefore, it appears that they are not structural res-
onant frequencies. The mathematics would indicate that the 116 cps
observed is the bearing retainer or cage speed. The 200 cps can be
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attributed to wheel speed. This is substantiated by watching the
movement of frequencies during wheel acceleration; the cage and
wheel speed can be observed to travel up in frequency until they reach
their respective "in-synch" speeds. The 400 cps is the wheel excita-
tion power frequency, and it appears simultaneously with the applica-
tion of the power to the wheel. Also during a deceleration of the wheel
the power frequency should, and does, travel down to zero as the
wheel speed goes to zero since during rundown the signal is generated
by the wheel rotation as "back emf" voltage from the stator of the gyro
motor.
The fifth traveling frequency of 1200 cps was more difficult to
correlate as to origin. Since it travels during rundown, it cannot be
a structural resonant frequency; also, it was not obtained in any of
the impulse testing. It does not coincide with any of the known fre-
quencies of the moving parts, such as wheel speed, bearing speed,
race speed, or cage speed. Study of the spectrograms of gyro units
of the same model revealed that the 1200 cps was present in gyro
float units #205-L, #206-L, and #210-L. This fact indicates that the
1200 cps must be due to the physical design of the structure of the
units. A possible source may be the bearing retainer; this retainer
has eleven identical holes spaced symmetrically around its circum-
ference. The gyro unit is filled with gas, and it may be theorized
that if the gas were forced or blown through the eleven retainer holes
by the spinning of the wheel, a whistle effect could be obtained with a
frequency of 1276 cps when the unit is running "in-synch". As the
wheel decelerates, this whistling frequency would also decrease and
travel down in frequency. It has not been possible to investigate and
substantiate this theory, and it is presented only as a possible explan-
ation of the source of the 1200 cps.
A possible test which might confirm or deny this theory could
be conducted by evacuating the gyro float unit and then running the
unit. In an evacuated float there would be no whistle effect, and if
this is the source of the 1200 cps, this frequency should not then be
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obtained. It was not possible for the authors to conduct this test due
to the non-availability of floats for test purposes.
From the impulse data of Table 2-2 certain vibrational frequen-
cies of the gyro float unit may be ascribed to members of the structure.
The 700, 850, and 900 cps are due to vibrations of the wheel assembly
and the wheel. The signal generator end bell, the gimbal, the wheel
assembly, and the wheel all resonate at about 1400 cps. The 1600 and
1800 cps are due to the wheel assembly. The 2000 and 2400 cps may
be attributed to the gimbal and wheel assembly. The signal generator
end bell, the torque generator end bell, and the gimbal give frequen-
cies of 2600-2700 cps. The gimbal and wheel assembly supplies 3000
cps. The 3500 cps comes from the wheel and the signal generator
end bell. The gimbal and the signal generator end bell give 4000 cps,
and the wheel gives 4500-4600 cps. The 5000 cps is given by the sig-
nal generator end bell and the gimbaL The gimbal and wheel assembly
supplies 6000 cps, and the torque generator end bell supplies 6500 cps.
The 7000 cps comes from the gimbal and the wheel, and the 8000 cps
from the gimbal, the wheel, and the signal generator end bell. The
9000 cps may be ascribed to the gimbal, the 9500 cps to the signal
generator end belL The gimbal and the signal generator end bell fur-
nish the 10 kc and 11 kc. The 13 kc signal is due to the signal generator
end bell and the gimbal, and the 14 kc signal is due to the gimbal and
the wheel. The gimbal and wheel assembly vibrates at 15 kc and the
signal generator end bell at 15. 5-15. 8 kc. The 18. 2 kc may be attri-
buted to the signal generator end bell and the gimbal, and the 20 kc
to the gimbal.
Some frequencies, 15. 5-15. 8 kc, 17. 5 kc, and 20 kc, were ob-
tained from impulsing the members and sub-assemblies but were not
found either in the pictures of the "in- synch" vibrations or from im-
pulsing the gyro float unit. This may be caused by an alteration of
the vibrational characteristics of the pieces and sub-assemblies
when they are changed from free bodies to members installed in the
gyro float unit. Another possibility is that these high frequencies
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are of such short duration and small amplitude that when the pieces
are assembled and impulse tested, it is impossible to detect these
frequencies even though they may be present.
Similarly, there are some frequencies given by the impulsing
of the members and sub-assemblies that are obtained from the im-
pulsing of the gyro float unit or from the spectrograms, but not from
both. Again this may be caused by alteration of the frequencies due
to installation or to weak, short duration responses. It is noted,
however, that all of the dominant frequencies of the members are
present both in the gyro float unit impulse response and in the spectro-
grams.
The Fourier analysis of the impulse response of gyro float 45FG4
#EES in general substantiates the frequencies obtained by impulse
testing the float unit, components, and sub-assemblies. The frequen-
cies obtained by Fourier analysis did not cover so great a range as
the other methods, but were from 1590 cps to 6300 cps; this range
depends greatly on the number of points presented to the digital com-
puter. The use of the digital computer for this work is not recom-
mended in view of the relative ease with which the structural resonant
frequencies were found by the use of the hammer blow and sonic ana-
lyzer presentation method.
Thus it has been possible to determine the frequencies due to
structural resonances. Furthermore, it has been possible to isolate
these frequencies as to their source in the structure. Also non-reso-
nant frequencies have been obtained and their driving sources have
been defined, with the exception of the 800 and 1200 cps.
The wheel speed is 200 cps, and the ball retainer speed is 116
cps with respect to the stationary shaft and inner bearing race. Con-
sidering the eleven balls in each bearing, a single ball dent on the
inner race could produce a frequency of 1276 cps. The speed of the
outer race with respect to the bearing retainer assembly is 84 cps.
flO
and a dent in the outer race could produce a frequency of 924 cps.
With an infinite combination of imperfections on the races, and balls,
it can be expected that the bearings will have a variable pitch charac-
teristic covering the audio range. This random pitch characteristic
could act as a source of excitation for all the natural frequencies of
the gyro float structure. ^ ^ v J
It seems quite reasonable to assume that with further study and
investigation, including amplitude information and analysis; the pre-
sence of non-standard parts, unusual behaviors, and deterioration of
parts of the gyro unit may be observed and diagnosed by sonic spec-
trogram analysis.
Figs. 4-4 through 4-8 were selected from gathered data taken
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As a result of this investigation it is concluded that:
1. The sonic frequencies emanating from a gyro unit are not simple
random noises, but represent characteristics of the unit which can be
explained in detail.
2. Gyro units of the same design produce substantially identical spectra.
3. Structural resonances are excited by general bearing noise which
has a random pitch characteristic. Vibrations caused by other rotat-
ing parts of the gyro unit serve as additional sources of excitation at
particular frequencies.
4. Through detailed study and analysis of the sonic spectrograms and
correlation of the results with the data from impulse testing and ana-
lytical calculation, the sources of internal gyro vibrations are identi-
fied. Structural resonant fres^uencies are found due to both simple
components and to more complex sub-assemblies by impulse testing.
Resonant frequencies are obtained from:
a. Signal generator end bell.
b. Torque generator end bell,




Non- resonant frequencies are obtained which are attributed to:
a. Bearing retainer speed.
b. Wheel speed.
c. 400 cycle wheel excitation power.
d. Possibly a whistle effect of the holes in the bearing retainer.
5. The presence of some frequency other than the known characteristic
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frequencies of the gyro unit, the absence of one of the known charac-
teristic frequencies, or a significant change in the amplitude of one
of the known characteristic frequencies is an indication of abnormal
operating conditions within the unit.
6. The impulse testing of components and various sub-assemblies is
a successful method of isolating the structural resonances of a gyro
unit as to frequency and source.
7. All of the dominant frequencies obtained from impulse testing the
components and sub-assemblies can be obtained from impulse testing
the gyro float unit.
8. Analytical calculations using rough approximations of physical
parameters can be used to predict frequencies of the components.
9. Analytical calculations provide exact information concerning fre-
quencies which emanate from rotating parts of the gyro unit.
10. Fourier analysis of a complex impulse response substantiates
the results of impulse testing techniques developed in this report.
11. The Massa M-191 accelerometer and the Panoramic Sonic Ana-
lyzer LP-1 in conjunction with a suitable recording system provide
a practical method by which the complex noise wave emanating from
within the gyro unit may be detected, separated into components, and
recorded for future analysis.
12. Use of the Fairchild-Polaroid oscilloscope camera is an accept-
able means of recording the sonic spectrum. Three types of photo-
graphs, "in-synch", one minute time exposures during wheel decel-
eration, and a single time exposure of the wheel deceleration are
required for the analysis of the gyro noise spectrum.
13. The completed float configuration of the gyro unit allows
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detection of the most complete noise spectrum.
14. Extraneous pick-up by the sonic transducer due to gyro mounting
is not evident when taking "in-synch" or wheel deceleration spectra.
The response was the same with the gyro unit mounted on V-blocks
on tables, on V-blocks on foam rubber mats, or on test tables.
15. For impulse testing, the units, components, and sub-assemblies
must be isolated to prevent excessive damping and distortion of the
response.
16. The observed frequency range of the vibrations of gyro units is
from 116 cps to 20 kc.
17. The relative amplitudes of the vibrations vary over a range of at
least 40 dbs.
«
18. The Brush Soundmirror recording system has a frequency range
of 200 cps to 6 kc and is accurate only if certain restrictions on gain
setting are observed.
19. Transducer mounting is very sensitive to location, clamping





Sonic investigation of internal gyro vibrations should be contin-
ued and expanded to include a study of amplitude information.
An integrated program should be instituted for the collection of
data on each particular design. This data should include structural
frequencies of components and sub-assemblies, rotational frequencies,
and the accumulation of sonic information during testing at the various
stages of assembly. In this manner it would be possible to establish
an acceptable standard set of sonic spectra to be used as a basis for
comparison in quality control inspection of the units during the assem-
bly stages.
In the interest of accumulating accurate data for future analysis,
a tape recorder should be incorporated in the instrumentation system
used in this report. The recorder should have low noise level char-
acteristics with distortion-free frequency resolution from 50 to 20, 000
cycles per second.
As an alternate recording system the use of movie camera meth-
ods on the Panoramic Analyzer presentation merits investigation. It
should be possible, using this method, to put an indication of wheel
speed directly on the film through use of an electronic tachometer and
a suitable mirror arrangement. The addition of wheel speed on the
record would be beneficial to any future analysis of this kind.
Multiple pick-up detection and multiple channel recordings on
magnetic tape may be used to determine accurately the location of vi-
brations which indicate a departure from the normal sonic spectra.
This type of data taking would be valuable also if the future investi-
gation should be extended to include the possible effects of internal
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gyro vibrations on gyro performance.
To implement the conclusions reached in this report it is sug-
gested that sonic spectrograms of the 45FG4 gyro float be obtained
under two abnormal conditions; (a) with the gyro float evacuated
and wheel running to observe whether or not a whistle effect exists
due to the physical construction of the bearing retainer, and (b) with
the gyro wheel "locked", i. e. with power applied but the wheel con-
strained, to investigate the electrical noise in detail.
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APPENDIX A
As mentioned in the introduction of this report, an investiga-
tion was made to determine the parameters of a tape recording sys-
tem involving a Brush Soundmirror Magnetic Tape Recorder, Model
BK-443P, and a Brush VM-l Vibromike crystal pick-up that had been
used to take sonic recordings on various types of gyro units. These
parameters were needed to evaluate the tapes with regard to harmonic
content and range of frequencies detected and recorded.
The VM-l contact microphone was tested on equipment owned by
the Massa Laboratories, Inc.
,
of Hingham, Massachusetts. This
company provided a crystal activated vibration table and a standard
accelerometer which was set up to give a calibrated frequency re-
sponse curve from 20 to 8000 cycles per second. The shaker table
resonated at 8000 cycles and therefore this was the limiting factor
since the accelerometer had a flat response to 30 kc. A response
curve was recorded using the standard accelerometer; then, the re-
sponse of the Brush microphone was obtained by clamping it to the
vibration table and feeding its output into the same recording equip-
ment. The response was recorded on the same graph as the standard
as shown in Fig. A-1 which is a reproduction of the actual tape used.
In Fig. A-1 the response of the standard accelerometer has been
raised by 10 decibels to bring the curve into a more convenient scale
area; therefore, the base line for comparison of the two responses is
the zero decibel line along which the accelerometer response can be
considered constant. A direct subtraction of ordinates between the
Brush microphone response and the standard response (taking into
account the 10 db factor) gives the frequency response curve of the
Brush microphone as shown in Fig. A-2. The response is seen to be
flat through 500 cycles, resonating near 1000 cycles, and attenuating









































































































manner from a similar test run against the standard, and shows the
response of a new Brush microphone. Comparing Fig. A-2, which
shows the response of a used unit, with Fig. A-3 shows the effects of
microphone usage over a period of time under changing temperature;
a definite decline in performance with increased age can be noted.
These transducers use a Rochelle Salt piezoelectric crystal as the
sensitive element, consequently temperature variations are critical.
Since the outside case temperatures of the gyro units tested with this
type pick-up are relatively high (130 F) with relation to the Curie point
of the crystal (78 F), a test for temperature variations on response
was made. The new Brush microphone was heated to approximately
130 degrees Fahrenheit and then tested immediately in the same manner
as before. No response at all was apparent until the temperature had
dropped considerably and then the response was greatly attenuated . and
erratic as the temperature lowered. No exact tests were possible in
this regard due to lack of convenient heating facilities while testing on
the vibration table.
The Brush recorder is shown in Fig. A-4; it has four main con-
trol knobs visible on the front panel. These are, reading from left to
right in Fig. A-4.
1. Play-Record switch for choosing the mode of operation.
2. Monitor control - this control is effective only in "Play"
operation and is used to adjust the speaker volume when
monitoring tapes.
3. Play or Record Volume Control - this control is graduated
from to 100 scale divisions and controls both the gain of
the signal recorded and the gain of the output during play-
back.
4. Tone control - this is the usual adjustable low pass RC filter
for passing high frequencies to ground.
In addition, there is a recording volume indicator or "magic eye" on
the front panel for optimizing the "Record" volume control setting and
on the top of the unit is located a tape speed control switch. During
the frequency response investigation discussed below, the monitor con-
trol was arbitrarily set and left constant at one -half its range since it
100
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had no apparent effect on frequency response. The tone control and
the volume control were varied as indicated in the discussion to fol-
low.
Investigation of the recorder frequency response was done using
two methods; first, a Panoramic Sonic Response Indicator, Model
G-2 was used. This instrument is an audio oscillator synchronized
with the Panoramic Sonic Analyzer sweep to give a constant amplitude
audio frequency signal varying from 20 kc to 40 cps during each one
second sweep of the analyzer. The response indicator output was re-
corded on the magnetic tape using the Brush recorder with the tone
control set to 40 divisions; the tape was then played back into the ana-
lyzer. The Fairchild- Polaroid camera was used to record this spec-
trum; this photograph was then compared with one taken of the sonic
response indicator output fed directly into the analyzer. These pic-
tures are shown in Fig. A- 5 and indicate that the Brush recorder
fails to respond to frequencies above 8 kc and has poor response to
those below 200 cps. The double trace on Fig. A-4(b) was due to two
analyzer sweeps occurring before the shutter was closed.
A second method of investigation was used in which constant
level input signals at discrete frequencies were recorded. A standard
audio oscillator served as a signal source and the signals were fed
directly into the tape recorder. The tapes were then played back into
the Sonic Analyzer for analysis. Figs. A- 6 through A- 8 show the re-
sults for input signals of 10, 18, and 25 millivolts; these input levels
were chosen after representative values from a wheel run-down showed
this to be the pick-up output range. The abcissa on these graphs is the
gain setting used when recording the signal; the ordinate is scaled in
decibels below the peak signal observed. The curves shown are lines
of constant "playback" gain settings.
The internal electronics of the recorder during playback opera-
tion put out a noise composed mostly of 60 cycle hum and its harmonics.
The playback shows this 60 cycle noise, and at low signal strength
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in Figs. A- 6 through A- 8 to show the point (by small arrowhead) below
which no harmonics of the input signal are observed to be generated
in the recorder, i. e. the input signal comes through cleanly with only
noise and 60 cycle hum effects. The dotted portion of the curves is
therefore due to noise level only and the signal was distinct if above
the noise level. During the portion of the curves shown in solid lines,
the noise was still present but the signal and its harmonics were dom-
inant
.
The main questions concerning the recorder system as a whole
were: 1) what range of frequencies was recorded, and 2) whether or
not the harmonics and noise generated by recorder electronics were
actually put on the tapes. The first question was answered by the tests
of the Brush microphone and by the frequency response of the recorder
as shown in Fig. A-5; the data shown in Figs. A- 6 through A-8 indicate
an affirmative answer to the second question. Any tapes recorded at a
signal level greater than .10 millivolts and a gain setting of more than
40 scale divisions of the volume control have harmonics on the tape
that are 40 db or less down from the peak signal. This is proven on
the curves since any gain setting in playback operation shows harmon-
ics to be present to a varying degree when the signal was recorded ex-
ceeding the above gain restrictions.
If the signals were recorded at a gain lower than 40 divisions,
(50 for signals near 10 millivolts or less), no harmonics are put on the
tape and none appear in the playback presentation for any playback
gain setting; the noise may obliterate the signal, however, if the play-
back gain setting is too high or if the signal-to-noise ratio is too low.
From the above study it can be concluded that amplitude data
from the gyro units taken with this recorder system will be harmoni-
cally distorted when the volume control settings are such as to exceed
the restrictions discussed, and the full audio frequency range will not
be detected nor recorded. Since many of the tapes taken in 1954 not
only exceeded this gain restriction, but failed to note the gain settings
used, and had changes of gain during rundown, the gathered sonic data
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was not considered suitable for a thesis investigation and analysis.
The equipment used in the system investigation is shov;n in Fig. A-4
and is set up in the manner in which sonic recordings are taken on a
completed gyro unit.
After a preliminary report of this system investigation was made
in March 1955, sonic recordings made by the Instrumentation Labora-






N = speed in revolutions per minute of outer race of the rotor
bearings with respect to the shaft.
N. = speed in rpm of inner race of the rotor bearings.
Nt3 = speed in rpm of rotation of ball about its spin axis.
Np = speed in rpm of rotor bearing retainer with respect to
the shaft.
d = ball diameter
a = contact angle of ball with races.
D„ = center-to -center distance between balls diametrically
opposed in the races.
D . = diameter of the inner race contact circle.
D„ = diameter of the outer race contact circle.
N,. „. = bearing retainer speed in rpm with respect to the inner race,
N/T-, V = outer race speed in rpm with respect to the bearing retainer.(E-o)
f = natural frequency of vibration.
T = kinetic energy
V = potential energy
E = total energy
g = acceleration of gravity




y = \ body axes
z =
^
I = polar moment of inertia
P
I = body moment of inertia about the x axis
I = body moment of inertia about the y axis
I = body moment of inertia about the z axis
7 = weight per unit volume
E = modulus of elasticity
A = cross sectional area
"w = additional weight /unit length along the center line
of the gimbal
D = flexural rigidity
V = Poisson's ratio
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I. Rotational frequency of the gyro wheel, bearing races and balls, ' ',
Fig. B-l is a schematic drawing of the bearing configuration.
a - contact angle = 25
N^ = wheel speed = 12000 rpm = 200 cps
(outer race speed)
N. = shaft speed =
N„ = 1/2 ^ N + N. + (N - N.) 77" cos olE ' 1^ o 1 ^ o V Dg J
Ng = 116 cps
N(i-E) = Ng - N. = 116 cps
^E-o) = N^ - Ne = 84 cps
^B = -/ N^i-E) = 542 cps.
Frequency of a ball passing a point on the outer race:
f = n N.t:, . = 924 cps where n = number of balls
o (E-o) ^
n = II
Frequency of a ball passing a point on the inner race:
f = n N,. „, = 1276 cps.(i-E)
II. Vibration of the wheel with respect to the shaft considering the
bearings as springs.
A. Axial vibration
f =H~s/"~ where k = axial bearing stiffness
^'^
"^ = 6/j in. /lb.









Retainer- Synthane grade "L-BB'
Tolerances- Barden precision
Contact angle control
Fig. B-l Gyro wheel bearing
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r-/2.24 X lo'^f = ^/2.2 10
f = 752 cps
B. Radial vibration
I / k





^ (3.5 X 10"^)(7.78 X 10"^)
f = ^y3.57x lo''
f = 954 cps




''4 5 X 10^^
f - / —^
2.
where k = torsional bearing stiffness
"^
I. 6211 X 10^ . ^ ,A0 , / ,
= 4, 5 X 10 dyne-cm/rad
o
_
/~"~ e 1 - wheel moment of inertia about
~v 2. 78 X 10 an axis perpendicular to the
2
spin axis = 16211 gm cm
f = 1670 cps
The bearing stiffnesses were obtained from measurements of
deflection of inner race with respect to outer race for various loads.
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Coordinate axes used to describe motion of equivalent
wheel assembly with respect to the gimbal.
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Assume rotor spinning at speed W and the rotor shaft is restrained
from moving in the Q direction by a spring at each end of stiffness k.
The rotor spin axis is the z direction. Also the gimbal cylinder is con-
strained at the ends.
Setting up the La Grangian equation^ ' for the problem, the re-
sulting motion is obtained as follows
^= T-V
T = 1/2 I (W ^ + W ^) + 1/2 I W ^ + 1/2 m r^ (\ )'x^x y^'zz ' \- /
where W , W , W = angular velocities about respective axesX y z
r = distance of the center of mass from the equilibrium
position.
m = equivalent mass on center of shaft.
Potential Energy (neglecting gravity)
.2 Jl-
V = k [r^
. 4^] (.;
1 = diameter of gimbal
= angle between Z(ref) and spin axis
Solution:
W^ = ; Wy = ^sin0; W^=i;. + icos0 (3)(.^)(5J
Substituting (3) above into (l) and (2)
,













For q = r
-TT = mr; ^ = 2 kr; :tt ^^ = ni^-9r 9r dt 9r
Hence:
mr + 2 kr = (7j
" ^ 2k ^r + — r =m





'r 27r mf .
= ;:r^v/^ = frequency of radial translational vibrations of




^ = 1,0 ;
dd
r - '2 1
-I 0<^ sin + sin cos
llj)^ sin0 cos^-kl^0
dt d^ - ^x ^
L*^
K'^ 'Kl^" sii^ ^ cos 0] + IXXL- J z ^// (J sin + i^ sin cos 0] + kl^'0 =
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e - i^ sin G cos 6 +y^[0 i sin +i^ sin 6 cos © 1+ y ^^=
For q = ^
s
|f=lj0 + icos0];|^ = O
• • dt 80 " "
3*f * •
"TT = constant = 1 {4^+ ^ cos 6 ) = I W
For qg = <^
-^ = I \^ sin e 1 +1 r cos + (^ COS 1
M -.
• • dt »
-^ = constant = I^ (^ sin^ ) + I^ cos (W^)
Let
-M = I a where a =
"V"^ = t^ ((^ + ^' cos ) [*?')
3(p ^ X X
I W
-22i- = I b where b = ^ sin +
—
f
— cos = ^ sin + a cos
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Since the total energy must be a constant*
E = T + V = constant
E = 1/2 I (0^ +5)^ sin^e) + 1/2 1 {ip + i cos 6)^ + ^^ +
ip.iiai] 00
From equations (9) and (J ))
<l>
=






Since is a small angle
sin « e
cos = 1
1 b - a
0"^
jp = aT^-- - (? = W - (J
1 z
z
Substituting above into the energy equation and making small angle
approximation:
E - 1/2 I W = 1/2 I
' Z Z ' X 0*
+ -2-- + k
2 ^
1^0^^
E, = E - 1/2 I W = constant
I ' z z
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From equation (7)
r = sin^^ tm ; r =;— cos 7 t
^i = ^/2ix r-t¥ihk I
+
i^e^
Eg = E. - k = constant
^2 = ^/^




K^ 1 i2 o2 IX
_ Tj, k 1 6 X
2 " -^2 2 ' "2 [V]
kl2 ^
«^=i^ ta-^l -[¥] (13)
From equation (s) the La Grange equation for 6, considering










2 k l2 020-= (bz|)
.a(b-a)-^ 0^)
00 + e'* =
-^(0 0)
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Hence, by substituting (l3) and (14) in above
^(0 0) = i
—







^(0 0) = -a (b-a) - 2JlI_1_ + _^
X X









=Y-^ -a (b-a) = constantX X
((5j
^(02) = 20
02 = r 2
Hence;
Taking the derivative of equation (^is)
d2 • 4 k l2
^(0 0) + ^f^ (0 0) = 0^)
let u =
thent
.. ^ 4 k l2 -
u + —z u =
X
07)
J^u = sinv ^J^ ^ t
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u = e e
.'. ee= sinv^Y^ t
X
e ^ - sinx/^ t
X








= -2/ J coss/—
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4 k I X
Rotational vibration of the wheel assembly and shaft within the gimbal.
'4 k 1^Wg = \/—\ where k = linear spring constant of the gimbal
^ boss. (I^J
The gimbal boss stiffness is not available from experimental
data and since the measurement of this stiffness is a difficult problem^-
the gimbal boss is approximated as the combination of a rectangular
fixed beam and a cantilever beam as shown on the following page.
The stiffness is found by obtaining the stiffness of the
beam and cantilever as separate units and by superposition arriving





Fig. B-4 Approximate Gimbal Boss Structure
Rectangular fixed beam stiffness (8)
^l 192EI where P = 1 lb. load of center of beam
7//W. 2E = 10 /A/ in










= I. 08 X 10 inches /lb.
Therefore the equivalent stiffness for the rectangular part











I = . 216 - . 028i
I = . 187 in^
(1) (I. 350)^ . ^o ,„-7 . /,,
y^ =-^-^7 *- = 4. 58 X 10 in/,; 6.
3(10 )(. 187)
Equivalent stiffness of two cantilever sections
-y- = 2.29 x.lO"'^ in/lb.
The cantilever and the fixed beam are considered to be acting





_ (. 54 X 10"'^)(2.29 x lO"*^) ^ 1.238 x lO"^"^
^
^l "^ ^2 .54x10"'^+ 2.29x10"'^ 2.83x10"''
Y^ = 4.37X 10"^ in/ib^
Hence:
The frequency of vibration of the wheel assembly with respect
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to the gimbal in the (OA) output axis direction is from Eq, (?)




f - 1 v/ 10" 2.2)(12)
^
'2iT 4. 37 X 4.07
4
f = 1^ v/21.8 = . 745 X 10^ = 7450 cps
The above frequency calculation is admittedly a very low
approximation and serves only to show that the vibration of the
wheel assembly and shaft as a rigid body with respect to the gimbal
is a high frequency vibration. The actual frequency would be higher
than the calculated frequency since the stiffness of the actual hard-
ware is undoubtedly much higher than the stiffness approximated
and used in the above calculation.
Rotational vibration of the wheel assembly and shaft within the
gimbal from Eq. (ll)
f =












5^ (4. 39) = . 70 X 10^ = 70000 cps.
Since the stiffness of the gimbal boss is much higher in the
direction along lA of the gyro the frequencies for vibration in the
lA direction are not calculated because they would obviously be
out of the sonic range.
IV. Vibration of the wheel assembly on the shaft if the shaft is
considered flexible between the wheel assembly and the gimbal boss.
The flexible part of the shaft is treated as a cantilever beam.^^^
Pli
y " 3EI
I = — (d.^ - d,'*) =-^ [(. 6)^-(. 44)^1 =— (. 13-. 0375)« . 00454 int
64 ^ "^ 64 •- -* 64
y = ^^^^-^^^^ = . 271 X 10'"^ in//t.;^ = . 1355 x 10"'^ in/}b.
3(lo'^)(. 00454)
2^^ "^ 27r 3(1 355J
2n
V, Gimbal end bell vibration is calculated assuming that the end
bell can be approximated by a flat circular plate clamped at its
boundary, (9)
a
Eh^D = flexural rigidity = «-
12(l-r)
7 = Poisson's ratio = . 33
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7 2E = modulus of elasticity = 10 #/in
3
a = weight per unit volume = 45.4 gm/in
a = radius of plate = 2. 75 in..
a = constant which changes for various modes of vibration
h = thickness of the plate = . 27 ]vk..
Lowest mode of vibration
f.J0^/32.2(12K10)V27)3 =22.000 ops.
'^•"' %r (•27)(12)(l-.332)
The higher modes of vibration are not found since only the
frequencies in the sonic range are considered in this study.
Vibration of end bell in Fluorolube;
Vh
^ = .6689— —
C7- h






yi + (. 6689 )(32) 2.75 Vl + 4. 81
457^ .27
VI , The frequencies of various modes of gimbal vibration are cal-
culated based on equations for vibration of a circular ring. ' 'The
gimbal is approximated as a cylinder by distributing the weight of
the gimbal bosses along the cylinder length.
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<r = weight per unit volume = 45. 41 gm/in
2A = cross sectional area = 4. 5 in
g = gravity = 32. 2 ft /sec
u = radial displacement
w = weight per unit length along the cylinder length due to
redistribution of weight of the gimbal bosses.
E = modulus of elasticity
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^ = 2 u -^ (Aa-+u/)
au s




2 u — (Atr+ w) + u =
g V / r
r (Acr+w)
f = Jx/ae g
r (Acr+ w)
= J:- A- 5 (lo'^)(32. 2)(12)
2-^
,^ ov2(•5.2)'^ r(4.5)(45.4l 456.7 1
L 454 "^ 5. 5(454)J
= 5130 cps
Similarly we can find:
(b) Frequency of longitudinal vibration
r (Acr+w)
i = number of wavelengths to the circumference
= v/l + 1^ f = N^ (5130) = 7250 cps where i = I
f = n/5 f^ = 11500 cps when i = Z
f = ^/iO f^ = 16100 cps when i = 3
Higher modes are beyond the sonic range and not considered.
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(c) Flexural vibrations (9)
f -
1 Ve g I i^ (1 - c^)^
(A<r + w) r^ (l + i)
When i = 1, the frequency of vibration is zero and the gimbal moves
as a rigid body. When i = 2 the gimbal performs its fundamental
mode of flexural vibration as shown below.
^_''
Fig. B-5 Fundamental Mode of Flexural Vibration
of the Gimbal
I = moment of inertia of the cross section with respect to a
principal axis at right angles to the plane of the ring«
TT







454 "^ 5. 5(454).
=
_L/200 X lo'^ = 7100 cps
(5.2)^(1+4)





The specifications of all instrumentation used in this investi-
gation are compiled in this appendix; also, a discussion of the parti-
cular problems encountered is included.
Accelerometer
Manufacturer Massa Laboratories, Inc. , Hingham, Mass.
Model M-191
Sensitivity of crystal 42 mV/g
Sensitivity of preamplifier output 26 mV/g
Crystal Capacity 110 u u f
Dynamic Range in acceleration units . 001-1000 g
Resonant frequency 36 kc
Frequency range lC-30, OOOcps
Weight I. ounces
Dimensions 5/8 x 1 5/16 inches
Mounting (tapped hole in base) #8-32
This particular transducer was chosen for its frequency range
which adequately covers the entire sonic range that was to be investi-
gated. The unit was a stiffness controlled transducer employing an
ADP crystal as the active element. A model M-114B preamplifier
unit, also manufactured by Massa, was used to complete the trans-
ducing system; the accelerometer was connected to the preamplifier
by low-noise Microdot cable inserted into an M-189 adapter which
forms the end of the preamplifier case. The accelerometer was de-
signed to measure acceleration, velocity or displacement of vibra-
tory systems over the range of 10 to 30, 000 cycles per second with
all vibrations applied at right angles to its major axis attenuated more
than 50 decibels below the sensitivity to vibrations along its major
axis. The sensitivity of 26 mV/g of the preamplifier output was
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specified to be independent of frequency over the entire range of
operation.
The equipment used by Massa Labs to calibrate the accelero-
meter was relatively complex/ ' ' If the accelerometer can be dis-
placed a known amount at a known frequency and the output voltage
read, the sensitivity can be computed in millivolts per unit of accel-
eration. This was done for frequencies below 100 cycles by using a
stroboscopically illuminated tuned reed giving a displacement range
of 0. I inches; from 100 to 2000 cycles a microscope and Strobotac
were used, and above 2000 cycles the calibration was done using the
interferometer method with fringe patterns. The authors attempted
a check of the accelerometer and preamp calibration using a Cali-
dyne Corporation shaker table as illustrated and discussed in Instru-
ment Engineering by Draper, McKay, and Lees. ' ' It was found
that there were a large number of resonant points in the shaker sys-
tem which precluded any accurate measurements and, rather than
making an extensive project of the calibration check it was decided
to use the specifications given by Massa Labs, ; no precise voltage
measurements were required by this study and the accelerometer did
not appear to resonate within the audio range at any time during the
tests.
The preamplifier stage was supported at all times by a rubber
band through a hookeye provided for the purpose in order to insure
minimum disturbance from amplifier vibration induced noise and
also to provide a good electrical isolation -- this is especially im-
portant if small amplitude, low frequency vibrations are to be meas-
ured.
Sonic Analyzer





Type Superhetrodyne audio receiver
Frequency range 40-20,000 cps
Input Voltage range 0. 0005 to 500 volts
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This instrument was used to analyze the complex waves detect-
ed by the accelerometer; the analyzer automatically provides visual
indications on a cathode ray tube of frequency versus amplitude
throughout the audio spectrum. The cathode ray tube face is cali-
brated with four scales. The abcissa along the bottom of the present-
ation is a logarithmic scale of frequency; along the top of the tube
the abcissa is in linear divisions to the right and left of a "zero" or
center frequency indication. The ordinate on the left side is in deci-
bels, the ordinate on the right is in linear millivolts; these ordinates
are chosen by a selector marked "log" or "lin" respectively. Only
the "log" frequency and decibel scales were used in this investigation
and the other two scales have been excluded from the spectrograms.
The analyzer provides four frequency ranges which are scanned
once per second; one range is scanned logarithmically from 40 to
20, 000 cps and three other linear ranges which give more detailed
views of portions of the spectrum chosen by using a Center Frequency
dial. These latter three linear ranges enable selection and magnifi-
cation frequency-wise of narrow bands located anywhere in the audio
range, the horizontal scale is linear over 100, 500 or 1500 cycles on
these ranges.
The LP-l unit was altered slightly during this investigation to
make better use of an oscilloscope camera. The yellow mask was
removed from the scope face and the four small lamps that illuminate
the grid were moved closer to the large end of the cathode ray tube;
this gave more even illumination of the scale.
An accessory to the LP-l, the G-2 Panoramic Sonic Response
Indicator, was used as discussed in Appendix A.
Recorder
Manufacturer Ampex Electric Corp. , San Carlos, Calif.
Model 302
Frequency range 40 - 40, 000 cps
Tape speed 15 and 30 in/sec
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Recorder
Frequency response at 30 inches/sec + 2 db 100 - 30, 000 cps
at 15 inches/sec + 3 db 100 - 20, 000 cps
After an investigation of the Brush tape recorder showed that
its frequency response was good only over a narrow bandwidth, a
more expensive recorder was tried. An Ampex Magnetic tape record-
er mounted in a rack as shown in Fig. C-1 was the only instrument
available for continued use by this thesis group. This particular
model of recorder was one of the earlier models made by Ampex and
had no feedback in its Record and Playback amplifiers - this caused
trouble due to microphonics and hum when small amplitude signals
were recorded. At times during the playback of a tape, the unit
would suddenly produce output signals of 1. 0-1. 5 volts when the signal
on the tape had been recorded at amplitudes near 10-20 millivolts;
this not only overloaded the sonic analyzer but also ruined any time
exposures of spectrograms that were being made. Signals from the
accelerometer to the recorder were not amplified since it was found
that leading the signals direct to the recorder gave adequate results
and by-passed the distortion and harmonic additions found in all the
amplifiers tried. The authors were not able to achieve the specified
frequency response by calibration of the recorder and therefore no
great use was made of it insofar as recording the wheel rundowns
that were made during the study. Since the available recorder was
not the best model for the small amplitude signals involved, use was
made instead of photographic techniques as discussed in Chapter I.
Oscilloscope Camera
Manufacturer Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.




Film Polaroid Land Type 41
This camera, a relatively new model, was found to be very
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versatile for noise analysis work. The most useful feature was that
it takes a large single picture which is exactly 0. 9 the size of the
actual cathode ray tube presentation. Since amplitude data was not
used in this study, this accurate reproduction feature was not used
for amplitude measurement but might prove valuable in later studies
where amplitude data may be important; the large size picture how-
ever was very convenient for frequency analysis. The camera was
used with the sonic analyzer in several different ways; for spectro-
gram time exposures of from 1 to 10 minutes the lens setting used
was f/l6 with the analyzer grid on full intensity for 3 seconds, and
for time exposures of from 1 to 10 seconds, the len's setting was
f/5. 6 with grid on bright for 3 seconds. When the camera was used
with a standard cathode ray oscilloscope, a blue luminescent tube
was used with the lens wide open at f /I. 9; results of fast writing
speeds are shown in Chapter 3.
Standard Equipment
The following other units were used but are relatively standard
items and will not be discussed in detail; only pertinent comments are
included.
(1) Hewlett-Packard Vacuum Tube voltmeter.
(2) Hewlett-Packard Audio Oscillator, Model 200C.
(3) DuMont Oscilloscope, H-304, with P-11 cathode ray tube.
(4) Berkeley Universal Counter and Timer.
(5) Electronic tachometer.
When accurate frequency measurements of a constant amplitude
signal were required for Sonic Analyzer calibration purposes, the
audio oscillator was used to supply the signal and the Universal
Counter (E-put meter) was used for accurate frequency indication.
This latter instrument provides a direct reading of the number of
events that occur during a precise time interval, in this case the fre-
quency output of the oscillator - this accurate measurement was also
used for time basing the CRO which was used in impulse testing tech-
niques discussed in Chapter 3.
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The electronic tachometer was set up to measure accurately
the gyro wheel speed during rundowns. The three phase back emf
from the wheel is fed to a cathode ray oscilloscope within the tacho-
meter in such a way as to give the electron beam a circular pattern.
The face of the scope is masked with two radial sets of slits, the
inner circumference contained 10 slits and the outer contained 100
slits. A photocell is situated to give a pulse for each time the elec-
tronic beam swept past a slit; this information is then sent to a
counter and display unit which is timed by a frequency source. The
unit automatically shifts scale to give a more accurate reading (to
within l/lOO cps on high sensitivity) at frequencies lower than 100
cycles per second. Fig. C-l illustrates these pieces of equipment
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